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How does governance contribute to 
conservation of biodiversity and 

ecosystem services: 
A conceptual model of knowledge use and 

the effects of arguments and policies



● Biodiversity and 
ecosystem services can 
be viewed as spatially 
defined units 
○ With ecological 

functions that benefit 
humans

● We identify the benefits
● Then we govern the 

spatial units
 Do we govern a social-

ecological system?

Is this the idea?



● We identify the benefits
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Conceptualizations highlight connections
between ecosystems and benefits



Haines-Young, R. & Potschin, M. (2010): The links between biodiversity, ecosystem services 
and human well-being. In: Raffaelli, D. & C. Frid (eds.): Ecosystem Ecology: a new synthesis. 
BES Ecological Reviews Series, CUP, Cambridge, p.110-139.
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Benefit knowledge feeds back to policy

● We analyse what produces value



● We produce knowledge about interdependencies
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More detail for value knowledge

Potschin, M., Haines-Young, R. (2011). Ecosystem services: Exploring a geographical 
perspective. Progress in Physical Geography, 35(5): 575-594.



● We need to understand policy & decision-making land
management
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Management of spatial units with 
knowledge about value

Van Oudenhoven, A.P.E., Petz, K., Alkemade, R. Hein, L., de Groot, R.S. 2012. Framework for 
systematic indicator selection to assess effects of land management on ecosystem services. 
Ecological Indicators 21, 110-122 .
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Oh, but”land-management” or ”policy” is a 
bit more complicated than the one arrow
● Do we need to understand institutions and human judgment?

De Groot,R.S., Fisher,B., Christie,M., Aronson,J., Braat,L.C., Haines-Young,R., Gowdy, J., Maltby, E., Neuville,A., 
Polasky,S., Portela,R., Ring,I., 2010. Integrating the ecological and economic dimensions in biodiversity and 
ecosystem service valuation. In: Kumar, P. (Ed.), TEEB Foundations 2010.The Economics of Ecosystem sand
Biodiversity (TEEB): Ecological and Economic Foundations. Earthscan, London, pp. 9–40, Chapter 1.
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But is governance?
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are not waiting for benefit
valuations



● Institutions, deliberation, decisions, influencing, 
resource allocation, collaboration, interplay

● At all stages of policy
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Governance is about decisions and all
that surrounds them

Problem framing 
and goal-setting

Policy 
implementation

Outcome: conservation and sustainable 
management of ecosystem services

Look at policy 
implementation, to 

learn about 
governance!



● Top-down implementation
● Scientific-technical implementation
● Adaptive governance & collaboration 
● Managing strategic behavior
Different ways of using knowledge and 

arguments to generate effects
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Governance & policy implementation



Enforcement of agreed rules 
and policies
● Policies identify and express 

values based on generalizations, 
negotiations  and compromises

● Assume bureaucratic 
responsibility & matching 
institutions

 Mismatches might  undermine 
policy
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Top-down implementation

Lower level and sector
policies and arguments
condition effectiveness

Primmer, E. 2011. Analysis of institutional adaptation: 
integration of biodiversity conservation into forestry, 
Journal of Cleaner Production, 19:16, 1822-1832.



Feeding in scientific 
knowledge to implementation
● Directly influence ecosystems

● Assume that too little science is 
used 

 In addition to knowledge, 
practice is conditioned by 
skills and professional norms
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Scientific-technical implementation

Generating effects
requires resources and 

genuine integration
into existing practices

• Primmer, E., Wolf, S. A. 2009. Empirical accounting of 
adaptation to environmental change: organizational 
competencies and biodiversity conservation in Finnish 
forest management. Ecology and Society 14(2): 27. 

• Primmer, E., Karppinen, H. 2010. Professional judgment in 
non-industrial private forestry: Forester attitudes and social 
norms influencing biodiversity conservation, Forest Policy 
and Economics, 12:2, 136-146.



Integrating knowledge and 
interests into practice
● Allows negotiating & iterating 

across ecosystems, 
ecosystem services and 
experienced benefits

● Assume that networks at 
policy, project and 
operational levels advance 
and make use of learning 
and commitment

 But integrating knowledge 
from different sources is 
difficult
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Adaptive governance & collaboration 

Knowledge and arguments 
are transferred openly but 
also in closed contracts 
effects differ

Primmer, E. 2011. Policy, project and operational 
networks: channels and conduits for learning in forest 
biodiversity conservation. Forest Policy and Economics, 
13:2, 132–142.



Negotiating with competing 
interests
● Benefits and values are 

constantly redefined and 
iterated

● Proactive early 
implementation can frame 
practice more broadly

 Challenging or ignoring 
might undermine policy
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Managing strategic behavior

Encouraging policy
and critical feedback 

enhance effectiveness

• Saarikoski, H., Åkerman, M., Primmer, E. 2012. 
The Challenge of Governance in Regional Forest 
Planning: An Analysis of Participatory Forest 
Program Processes in Finland. Society &  Natural 
Resources, 25:7, 667-682.



Abundant empirical research
on:
● Policy implementation
● Planning practice
● Natural resource

management practice

 We need to make use of 
the findings and 
methods out there!
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Research on decision-making and 
governance is not new

Primmer, E., Furman, E. 2012. Operationalising
ecosystem service approaches for governance: Do 
measuring, mapping and valuing integrate sector-specific 
knowledge systems? Ecosystem Services 1, 85–92.
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Conceptual model for governance of 
ecosystem services

Biophysical
processes

Ecosystem 
values

Scientific-technical
implementation

Managing strategic
behavior

Top-down implementation

Adaptive governance
and collaboration

Ecosystem 
services

Ecosystem
functions

Benefits from
ecosystems



● Governance is about 
institutions, deliberation, 
decisions, influencing, 
resource allocation, 
collaboration and interplay 
at all stages of policy

● Understanding governance 
is necessary for integrating 
new ES knowledge

 Analyse governance 
empirically and make 
use of already existing 
research!
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Take home



● Thanks go also to 
○ Eeva Furman
○ Heli Saarikoski
○ Pekka Jokinen
○ Malgorzata Blicharska
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Thank you!


